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Abstract. For the task of audio-visual on-screen sound separation, we
illustrate the importance of using evaluation sets that include not only
positive examples (videos with on-screen sounds), but also negative examples (videos that only contain off-screen sounds). Given an evaluation
set that includes such examples, we provide metrics and a calibration procedure to allow fair comparison of different models with a single metric,
which is analogous to calibrating binary classifiers to achieve a desired
false alarm rate. In addition, we propose a method of probing on-screen
sound separation models by masking objects in input video frames. Using
this method, we probe the sensitivity of our recently-proposed AudioScopeV2 model, and discover that its robustness to removing on-screen
sound objects is improved by providing supervised examples in training.
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Introduction

Audio-visual on-screen sound separation is the task of recovering only the sounds
that originate from on-screen objects in a video. Previously-proposed models
extract relevant motion or semantic features from the input visual cues assuming on-screen sounding objects, and have been applied to speech [3,1,7], music
[14,5,13,12,6,15,4,16], and more general object classes [2]. Seminal works in onscreen sound separation proposed models that were somewhat invariant to the
types of sources [8,5], but those systems were unable to be trained with real-world
videos because they required videos labeled as containing on-screen sources.
The recently proposed AudioScope models [9,10] accomplish universal onscreen sound separation and can be trained on real-world videos. This training
is enabled by adopting a model architecture that first separates input audio into
M sources ŝm , which are then fed to an audio-visual classifier that predicts a
logit `m for each source, corresponding to the log-probability that the source is
on-screen. The final on-screen waveform estimate x̂on is produced using predicted
probabilities ŷm = σ(`m ) as soft mixing weights for the estimated sources ŝm :
 
PM
ŷm = σ `ˆm ∈ [0, 1], x̂on = m=1 ŷm ŝm .
(1)
?
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AudioScope models can be trained unsupervised on mixtures of real-world videos,
since the audio-only separation model leverages unsupervised mixture invariant
training (MixIT) [11], and the audio-visual classifier uses multiple-instance losses
on predicted MixIT assignments of sources to input mixtures.
Audio-visual separation models are usually evaluated on positive examples,
which are videos that contain at least one on-screen source. The expected behavior of on-screen separation models like AudioScope is to output silence if
an input video contains no sounding objects, which we refer to as a negative
example. If a model does pass audio from such a video, this is analogous to a
“false positive” for a binary classifier. Thus, we argue it is important to include
such negative examples in evaluation datasets for audio-visual separation models. In this paper, we use AudioScopeV2 as a representative on-screen separation
model. We review metrics that measure both reconstruction of on-screen sounds
and rejection of off-screen sounds, as well as a calibration procedure to balance
these two metrics [10]. We also use negative examples constructed by modifying
input video frames to probe the sensitivity of AudioScopeV2.
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Metrics and Calibration

For on-screen examples with input audio x = xon + xoff , the reconstruction
fidelity of an on-screen estimate x̂on can be measured using signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in decibels (dB) as SNR(xon , x̂on ). For negative examples with input audio
x = xoff where no audio originates from on-screen objects, a model’s ability to
suppress off-screen sources is measured using off-screen suppression ratio (OSR).
SNR(y, ŷ) = 20 log10

kxk
kyk
, OSR(x, x̂on ) = 20 log10 on ,
ky − ŷk
kx̂ k

(2)

SNR (dB)

where y is a target signal and ŷ its estimate. OSR measures the power reduction
of the on-screen estimate x̂on relative to entirely off-screen input audio x = xoff .
Both OSR and SNR are impor8
7
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6
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5
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dB at 10.8 dB OSR, compared to an AudioScopeV1 model (blue) that achieves a
higher SNR of 5.5 dB at 8.9 dB OSR. It is difficult to say which model is better.
Unfortunately, it is difficult to enforce a desired operating point during training. To solve this problem, we can use a post-training calibration method [10]
where a classifier bias is adjusted to achieve on average a target OSR. This is
akin to choosing a threshold for a detector to achieve a target false positive rate.
For our procedure, we define a calibrated on-screen estimate given by adding a
global scalar offset θ to the on-screen logits `ˆ1:M (1):
P
x̃on (θ) = m ŝm σ(`ˆm + θ).
(3)
The offset θ is tuned such
that the

 median OSR (2) across all Noff negative
on
off
OSR
x
,
x̃
(θ)
, is equal to a desired OSRtarget . The curves
examples, medN
j
j
j=1
in Figure 1 illustrate the effect on OSR and SNR when θ is varied, and are akin
to receiver operating characteristic or precision-recall curves.
In practice, θ has a monotonic relationship to OSR. As θ → 0 (inversely ∞),
the on-screen probabilities ŷm → 0 (inversely 1), and thus OSR approaches ∞
(inversely 0) dB. Because of this property, optimization of θ is very simple, and
can be accomplished efficiently via binary search.
In [10], we chose a target OSR of 6 dB. The calibrated operating points
are at the intersections of the blue and red lines with the solid line at 6 dB
OSR in Figure 1. Notice that calibration resolves the ambiguity between model
operating points, allowing comparison of models with a single metric, SNR. This
comparison shows that the AudioScopeV2 models (red) are clearly better than
AudioScopeV1 models (blue) in a region close to 6 dB median target OSR.
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Experiment with Negatives

To probe the robustness of AudioScopeV2 to negative examples, we use humanlabeled on-screen only videos and construct negative examples using either blank
video frames (i.e. all zeros), or replace video frames from another random onscreen-only video. These negative examples test whether the models are properly
leveraging visual information to inform the estimate of on-screen sound.
One can consider these negatives as off-screen-only examples, thus we measure OSR (2) on them. In addition, to gauge how much of the original audio is
reconstructed, we also measure SNR(x, x̂on ) (2) between the original input audio
x and the on-screen estimate x̂on . For positive examples, this is equivalent to
SNR(xon , x̂on ), whereas for negative examples, it is equivalent to SNR(xoff , x̂on ).
Table 1 shows these results for unsupervised [10, §3.5] and semi-supervised [10,
supplementary §3.3] separable self-attention AudioScopeV2 models. For positive
examples where the true video frames are used, the best SNR we can expect is ∞
dB, which indicates perfect recovery of on-screen audio. For negative examples,
the best SNR and OSR are 0 dB and ∞ dB, respectively, because the model
should produce silence for the on-screen estimate. Models are calibrated to 6 dB
OSR on the test set of [10], at which they achieve 6.6 dB SNR for unsupervised
and 7.0 dB SNR for semi-supervised.
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Table 1. SNR and OSR for calibrated unsupervised and semi-supervised models on
positive (+) or negative (-) examples created using on-screen-only videos. SNR is
SNR(x, x̂on ), where x is the same input audio across (+) and (-). “Ideal” row provides the ideal metric values, and up/down arrows indicate desired metrics behavior.
True video (+)
Training
Ideal
Unsupervised
Semi-supervised
True (+)

SNR (↑)
∞
12.6
8.3
Blank (-)

Blank video (-)

SNR (↓) OSR (↑) SNR (↓) OSR (↑)
0.0
∞
0.0
∞
6.7
4.9
3.0
9.2
1.3
16.8
1.8
14.2

Replace (-)

True (+)

On-screen probabilities On-screen probabilities On-screen probabilities

Near sil.
Silence 1.0
Guitar+singing
1.0
Near
sil.
Guitar+singing
Guitar+singing
0.5
0.5 Near sil.
0.5
Near sil.
Silence
Near sil.
Near
sil.
Silence
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

Replaced video (-)

Blank (-)

Replace (-)

On-screen probabilities On-screen probabilities On-screen probabilities
1.0

Guitar+singing 1.0

0.5 Near sil.
Near sil.
0.0

Silence

Silence 1.0
Near sil.
Near sil.
0.5 Near sil.
Silence
Near sil. Guitar+singing
Guitar+singing
0.0
0.0
0.5

Video frames from “sUPEREDS vote for me song” by sUPEREDbodyforhire, CC-BY-SA 2.0 (left), “MVI 6134” by kenner116, CC-BY 2.0 (right)

Fig. 2. Predicted on-screen probabilities ŷm for unsupervised (left) and semi-supervised
(right) models for a particular on-screen-only example. Separated sources are predicted
by the audio-only separation stage, so are the same for all plots, and only one non-zero
source is predicted (guitar+singing, green bar). Source labels are annotated manually.

On the test set from [10] composed of on-screen-only videos plus additional
off-screen audio background, the semi-supervised model achieves slightly better
SNR at 6 dB OSR (7.0 dB > 6.6 dB). However, on the isolated on-screen-only
videos considered in Table 1, unsupervised models achieve significantly better
SNR on the positive “true video” examples compared to semi-supervised models
(12.6 dB > 8.3 dB). However, only looking at these positives does not tell the
complete story. In terms of OSR on the negative examples, the unsupervised
models have poor rejection of off-screen sounds (lower OSRs of 4.9 dB and 9.2
dB), and still attempt to reconstruct the input audio to some degree (SNRs of
6.7 dB and 3.0 dB). On the other hand, semi-supervised models achieve much
better performance on negative examples, achieving OSRs of 16.8 dB and 14.2
dB. These results show that semi-supervised models are more robust to negative examples, and demonstrates the importance of using negative examples in
addition to positive examples to gauge the performance of audio-visual models.
Figure 2 shows the video frames and predicted probabilities for a particular
example, for the unsupervised and semi-supervised models. Notice that, as Table
1 shows, the semi-supervised model is more robust to negative examples where
the input video frames are mismatched from the on-screen audio content.
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Conclusion

We hope that our proposed metrics and calibration procedure can be useful for
other practitioners working on audio-visual models for separation and localization, and that including negative examples in the evaluation datasets for these
tasks can yield improved robustness for such models.
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